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Don't Miss "An Actor's Portrait Of Samuel Clemens" Tonight
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Interview With
Daniel Elisberg
The following is an interview with
Dan Dllsberg by Carl Nelson, of the
College Press Service, and Frank
Greer, Special Projects Director,
National Student Association.
GREER: We should begin with a
history of your experiences in the
government, the work you did with the
Rand Corporation , and how that affected your '!iew of foreign policy and
this government.
NELSON: And specifically as that
related to your decision to release the
papers to the press .
ELLSBERG: The reason I was asked
to be on the study that came to be
known as the Pent,!lgon Papers on
Vietnam in '64 and '65 and had also
spent two years with the Department of
State in Vietnam. So by late'67, I had
spent three years working on Vietnam.
Prior to that I had worked for the
Rand Corporation on a study of
decision·making and crises. It (the
position)- gave me an interest and experience in analyzing processes of
governmental decision-making.
UltimatJey I was authorized access to
the entire study, for purposes of
analysis. And at the end of that I was an
expert, in the sense that I had read a
7,000 page book tltat no one else had
read. I found that a very loney feeling.
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The position was quite isolating
because it gave me a point of view on
'the nature of our involvement that
others could not really be expected to
understand or share . It didn't seem
healthy for this country, for our
democracy, that there should be only
one, or a small handfull of such experts .
We are talking here about decisions
that involve the history of all of us - the
history by which our elected
representatives and their appointed
officials got us into a major war. It was
something that I thought every citizen
needed to know and certainly other
members of the government outside the
executive branch needed to know. They
weren ' t complicated , they were
facts of our experience and our
decision-making - the performance of
the people that had been elected or
appointed. So, I felt that it was essential
that Congress, in particular, make good
decisions and informed decisions· that
Congress should know a great deal
more about the background of past
decisions than the Executive had let
them know .
Ultimately. I felt the same to be true
for the public, especially after the last
year or so which has seen two more
invasions take place under what were
obviously conditions of the same kind of
deception and executive usurpation of
authority that the earlier decisions had

More Information On
Enrollment Statistics
The purpose of this article is to
clarify any misunderstood ideas or
improperly reported facts that appeared in the column dealing with the
enrollment trends at UMR (Oct. 6,
1971). When the first article was
written, it pertained to the School of
Engineering and the School of Mmes
and Metallurgy and failed to take the
remaining campus curriculums into
account. Upon obtaining the f;!nrollment
statistics of UMR for the end of the
fourth full week of Fall semester 1971 , it
can be seen that the School of
Engineering as a whole decreased
considerably and also the School of
Mines and retallurgy showed a slight
decrease with Mining Engineering
being the only one to increase at all .
Of these statistics, it can also be
pointed out that the only school to show
a marked increase was the College of
Arts and Sciences. In the field of
Humanities, the mlI~ber of studen~s
majoring in English mcreased and 10
the Social Sciences department, the
studies of Economics, History and
Psychology all took turns for the better .
Finally, Math majors showed an upswing and the department of Computer
Science had the largest increase in
enrollment of them all .
To include then, although the Rolla
campus as a whole has declined in
numbers over the previous year ,
several departments have expanded
and they must be taken into consideration when discussing the
enrollment status of UMR.

UMR Enrollment Down 530

President Ratchford To Seek
Revamp Of Academic Programs
Under the leadership of President C.
Brice Ratchford, the University of
Missouri is continuing a school-wide reevaluation of programs and goals , it
was announced Friday at the meeting
of the Board of Curators in Rolla .
According to Dr . Ratchford , a
program has been underwa y for th e
past year , studying ten major areas of
the university system. Under this
program, each of the four campuses
will be responsible for redefining its
role and scope within the system. This
is to be completed by December of this
year.
A re-appraisal of the academic
programs will follow , with a five-man
evaluation committee. This committee
will review the existing academic
endevors on all levels . Special interest
will be given to the continuation ,
relocation , adjustment, iniation, or
termination of many doctoral and
professional degree programs.
Over a three year period, the committee will study the quality , ap propriateness , significance, need, cost,
and the potential for change and Improvement of every program. Results
of these studies and appraisals will be
forwarded to the Academic Planning
council and members of the curators by
1974.
The final step of the program will be
to make improvements on the ad ministrative structure of the University .
Dr. Ratchford termed this " A time of
opportunity for higher education; " and
stated, " I am extremely confident that
this reappraisal will be good for the

University and the State."
Also at the meeting , the final onca mpus tally of students for the fall
semester was announced, with the four
campus system boasting 46 ,395
students, an increase of 543.
Broken down by campus, the figures
reveal: on the Columbia campus ,
21 942 an increase of 261 ; on the Kansas
City Campus , 9,510, a gain of 305; in St.
Louis, 10,188, up 507; and in Rolla , 4,755,
a decrease of 530.
Regarding the decline of 530 students
here in Rolla, President Ratchford
cited several factors -which may have
contributed to the decrrease. It was felt
that the current publicity given to the
projected surpluses of trained
engineers has discouraged some
prospective students from entering the
science or engineering field . Dr.
Ratchford also noted that the decrease
in graduation requirements from 142 to
132 hours was responsible for many
students being able to reduce the
amount of time they needed to spend on
campus .
In the graduate programs of the
University, enrollment dropped 360.
The number of freshmen also declined,
showing a decrease of 279 ; however , the
undergraduate enrollment increased
680.

Concerning the present wage-price
freeze and its affect on University
salarie~ , Dr. Ratchford explained that
the University was in the dark about as
much as the average person. He
pointed out that the administration gets
its information in the same way as the
(Continued on Page 6)
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At a meeting of the Board of Curators under the
leadership of President Bruice Rutchford of the
University of Missouri, it was decided to continue re-evaluation of Academic programs and
goals.
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Ellsberg Interview
shown. That Il'd ml' to thl' dl'cision to
makl' this information available to the
public and the press.
NELSON: When did you make that
decision?
ELLSBERG: The decision with
- respect to Congress was made really
almost a year and half ago. But I think
that it was really after the Laos invasion this year that it seemed to be
urgent to give a still wider audience
access to this material.
GREER: There has been a question
in the minds of the Congressmen that
met with you recently about whether
this study and its release mean that
there will be substantial change in
either the public's view of wars of this
type or the executi'!e steps that leads us
into these wars.
ELLSBERG: I believe that the immediate change to be hoped for is in the
performance and behavior of the
current elected representatives,
particularly in Congress. There is no
one in the country who has not a great
deal to learn from these papers, and by
that I mean to include the President,
and former presidents.
I was dissappointed to hear Secretary
of State Risk a week or two after they
had come out say that he had not yet
had time to look at the material.
But Secretary Rusk no longer had
the power to end the war. Congress
does . And I'm very anxious that the
beha vior of Congress change in
response to the information that is in
these records.
NELSON: It is ob,! ious from the
Pentagon Papers that a small circle of
diplomatic and military ad visers
pro·.!i ded ad'.'ice to the President on
making his decisions. What alternati'!es could be developed to allow
dissent to develop - creative forms of
dissent which might sa"e thousands of
li'!es in the future?
Along these same lines, what is your
feeling on the mass ci"..'i1 disobedience
during the early part of last May, the
Mayday actions.
NELSON: It is obvious from the
Pentagon Papers that a small circle of
diplomatic and military advisers
provided advice to the President on
making his decisions. What alternatives could be developed to allow
dissent to develop - creative forms of
dissent which might save thousands of
lives in the near future?
Along these same lines, what is your
feeling on the mass civil disobedience
during the early part of last may , the
Mayday actions.
ELLSBERG : The individuals who
man the posts in the executive branch
are human beings much like the human
beings in Congress, and outside the
government. I think that the solution to
th e problem of the bebayior that has led
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MOVIE
The African Queen
Movie Times 4:00 and 6:30

Actually filmed in the
Belgium Congo, this actioncomedy-drama based on the
novel by C. S. Forrester,
combines the talents of three a ll
time film greats. Humphre y
Bogart plays the ear thly harddrinking river-rat in his only
academy award performance.
Katherine Hepburn is in the role
of the prim spinster who is a
missionary's sister. John
Huston directs with power and
sensitivity . The fascina ti ng

us so far into this war is not to find some
now breed of official, or some strain of
saint with which to man these positions,
but it is to take very seriously the advantages implicit in the Constitution of
pitting one set of individuals with
certain institutional incentives, a
certain power base and certain
responsibilities to the public against
other very comparable individuals in
the executive. That's the meaning in
the consitutional provIsIon of
separation of powers. It's not the
provision that leads to proficiency. per
se, but it is meant to protect the
freedoms of individuals.
I think that the answer had to be not
centrally performed in the executive
branch and the courts. I might add that
the courts are to be criticized in their
past behavior for avioding the basic
responsibility of addressing very
profound legal questions connected
with this war, just as most
Congressmen have failed to do what
they could in line with their own Constitutional functions .
NELSON: The second part of that
question could you try to relate your
dissenting actions, which seem to me
to be pretty much outside ot that
system of go'!ernment, and which have
gotten you into some possible trouble so
far, with some other kinds of creative
dissent such as the Mayday actions.
ELLSBERG:
Funny,
possible
trouble. I guess ten years in prison
obviously is trouble, but it's not the loss
of limb or the loss of life which is a risk
and sacrifice that we take for granted
when we send our brothers and sons off
to fight in a foreign land. Nor is it any
different from the trouble that hundreds of young men in this country have
put themselves into in the course of
resisting this war. doing what they
thought was their duty to resist it. So if
I end up int the company of those people
it will be a crowded company that I
join.
In terms of the question that you raise
about the Mayday demonstrations, and
the challenge that it poses to the normal
processes of government and to the
elected officials, I think there is a very
direct challenge and connection.
Thanks to John Mitchell's action in
demonstration the willingness of this
administration to suspend the Constitution. in effect, to keep traffic
running in Washington and to keep the
war going by jailing 13,000 people, I
think he brought home to the American
public more than any other action could
have the fact that there were at least
13,000 people in this country when were
willing to go to jail to demonstrate that
they thought that this war was wrong,
criminal, and not merely a mistake but
a crime that must be stopped. Now, that
is an example that I would like to see
Congressmen take very seriously as a
standard of behavior.

battle of wits between the
spinster and the unshaven ,
unheroic vagabond makes the
rapids , malarIa, Insects , and
German gunboats which they
face seem like minor troubles.
TONIGHT!!
" Mark Twain Tonight!" an
actors portrait of Samuel
Clemens, will be presented in
the Student Union Ballroom
tonight at 7:30. Admission is

Wednesday , October 20, 1971
GREER: I think that the issue of
personal responsibility in taking tha t
kind of further action is important not
only to people here in Congress, but also
to people in America , many of whom
ha"e taken some resistance action in
their lifetime, either by resisting the
draft or by some other way of saying
that they are not going to go along any
longer as part of the war effort.
Howe'!er, many people were looking
for alternatives to Mayday, and I think
many Americans are still looking for
those alternati ves. They feel the
responsibility weighing very hea·...ily
and yet they look for other paths or
avenues to express their views.

October 29: 4:00 p.m.
Change of command and
Award ceremony for Army
and Air Force ROTC at the
new ROTC Headquarters
BUilding.
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Miners Hang Out

ENDS SATURDAY
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ELLSBERG: The example of the
people who took part in Mayday, which
was very creditably non-violent, should
be an example and a challenge to their
parents and to other older people in this
country. It is obviously based on a
willingness on their part to take the
risks of jail, which was their experience
as it worked out.
I have found over the last year a very
deplorable attitude on the part of many
adults and older people have been
happy to see their sons and other
younger people take the risks of
carrying on the war. When I asked
people, even those in Congress, how
they thought the war was going to be
brought to an end, or what would keep
President Nixon from invading Laos
that happened, or bombing North
Vietnam before that happened, or
destroying Vietnam before that happened, they tended to say: "the dids"
will not allow it.
They might say demonstrations will
not allow it, but then if you pressed
them further - "who is going to do those
things " - " the dids " .
This really ga'!e me the uneasy
feeling that the adults in this country
who are against the war were willing to
see their children be cannon fodder at
the barricades, . go to jail, risk their
career; just as "hawk" parents set
their children off to die.
I wouldn 't be at all happy if the
burden of resisting this war continues to
be on the adolescents and young men in
arms while their parents and other
older people stand back and regard
risk-taking as totally out of the
question.
NELSON : Would you describe what
you feel are the factors that underlie
the Nixon administration's negotiation
posture, and how decisions of what our
negotiation position is going to have
been determined to the past? In light of
this what do you think of the recent 7(Continued on Page 4)
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Student Council News
Unaffiliated students Will
have the opportunity to petition
for membership in the Student
Council this fall. This was the
decision of the Student Council
at the meeting of 12 October.
The By-Laws of the Council
have been suspended allowing
this fall petitioning for three
weeks. Ballots can be obtained
at the Student Council office.
One hundred signatures of
students unaffiliated with
organizations represented on
the Student Council office. One
hundred signatures 'of students
unaffiliated with organizations
represented on the Student
Council will mean membership
for the petitioner.
Ballots that have less than the
hundred signatures will still
have a chance at membership.
/

&>Jl

These ballots will be filled with
signatures from others with a
lesser number in order of the
number os signatures. This
means that even if none of the
ballots have the hundred
signatures some people will still
gain a seat in the Council with
this procedure.
The situation at the UMR
Placement Office was a lso
discussed by the Council. The
Studen t Council hopes to
through its representatives gain
the opinions and suggestions of
concerned students so an effort
can be made to remedy this
situation.
Student Council Jeff Korklan
reported the possibility of a
student lobby being formed in
Jefferson City to represent
students in the state legislature.

This idea was one of the results
of his recent trip to a meeting of
student council presidents in
Washington, D.C.
The constiutions of the UMR
Theatre Guild and the UMR
Chess Club were approved by
the Council. This process is the
result of committee action by
the Constiution Committee.
The first referendum of the
year will be in November and
the topic will be the Student
Cuncil Constitution.

NOTICE
Anyone
interested
in
becoming an Academic Affairs
committee man, please submit
the application to the Student
Council mailbox next to the
Candy Counter.
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University of Missouri - Rolla

Chase Featured In Concert
Homecoming 1971 featured
Chase in concert Friday,
October 15. The crowd begain
gathering early and by the time
the concert began, the MultiPurpose Building was filled to
capacity with Miners and their
dates.
Chase, consisting of four
trumpets, an ' organ , lead
guitar, bass, drums and a lead
vocalist, played for two hours
much to the delight and enthusiasm of the crowd. The
group derives its name from the
lead trumpet player, Bill Chase
who is the founder of the group.

Chase is a talented group, and
the music produced was the end
product of an entire group effort. However, many soloes
were played featuring individual talent within the group.
Bill Chase' s talent of the
trumpet was phenominal and
combined with the other three
brass players, a true work of
musical showmanship. - Angel
South's solo stint of the guitar
held the audience in awe and
disbelief in the sounds that he
created with his instrument.
The Miners were appreciative
and rose to their feet in
response to his fine talent and

playing ability.
It must be noted that some did
not like the concert, and their
own personal reasons must be
respected. However, whether or
not one enjoyed the concert, one
must also respect the sound and
talent of a group called Chase.

NOTICE
All girls interested in
applying for October
Duchess of the Month,
should pick up an application at the Student
Union candy counter,

Chase, a jazz-rock group, played in concert during this year's homecoming
activities.

Maureen Daly Crowned
Homecoming Queen -1971
Miss Maureen Daly, Phi Kappa
Theta 's pretty 5'8" brunette,
was crowned last Saturday to
preside as UMR's Homecoming
Queen for 1971. She is a quiet
secondary education major
suffering through her senior
year as University of MissouriSt. Louis. Maureen is torn
between a career as a high
school English teacher or a
newspaper reporter. She hopes
that her student teaching next
semester will help her decide.
Maureen works as a

salesclerk at Korvettes, a North
St. Louis County Department
Store near where she lives.
Motorcycling and body work on
her new Karman Ghia take up
much of her free time.
Maureen and her escort, Mike
Elli , found the halftime
coronation extremely confusing. When her name was
announced they couldn't hear it,
and after 'an embarassing wait,
Mike dragged her to President
Ratchford to receive her
traditional kiss.

Blue Key Forum
Every student, at some point
in his or her college careeer
makes a decision which we feel
has tremendous impact upon
the ultimate fulfillment of their
college education. This decision
could mean the difference
between social incompetence
and seasoned social abilities. It
can also mean the difference in
an interviewer's evaluation of
your ability to get along and
work with people. What decision
is this? It's the decision to either
engage in or abstain from extracurricular activity.
If you are one who sees no
advantage to extra-curricular
involvement please read no
futher you'll be wasting your
time. But, if like the members
of Blue Key you find that such
activities make sense, please
read on.
We at Blue Key have all gone
through the hassle of getting
into the extra -curricular
groove. We've all "spun our
wheels" to a considerable extent just trying to discover
which organizations on campus
best suited our individual
drives. As the organization of
campus which strives to encourage and nurture campus
leadership, we 'd like to educate

as many aspiring young leaders '
on campus to the what 's and
hows of UMR campus life. For
this purpose , Blue Key is
holding a "Leadership Forum"
tomorrow, October 21 at 7:00
p.m. in the M. E. Auditorium.
This forum is open to all UMR
students and will expose
everyone in attendence to many
facets of campus life that we
have found vital in our role as
campus leaders.
The program will include
sessions on pa rli amentary
procedures, use of committees,
budgeting, the role of various
organizations of campus, and a
few words on leadership. It will
also include handouts which will
enable those present to get a
more
detailed look at many
of our topics at a later date.
As stated befo re, this
program is open to everyone,
and the two hours invested here
may prove to be the best investment of your college
career.
NOTICE
The Office of Student
Financial Aid has moved.
Its new location is 203 RoUa
Building.
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EDITORIAL OPINION
(Continued from page 2)
point
proposal
of
tile
Provisional
Revolutionary
Government?
Could a Congressman exert
influence in this field?
ELLSBERG: Well, I think
that our negotiation posture is
what it has been in previous
negotiations - so called.
The posture has not been
willing at all to make the kinds
of concessions that were clearly
called for five years ago, ten
years ago, and twenty years
ago. if the war was to be
avoided or ended.
You have asked a number of
questions here. which are a
little dirricult to deal with in one
answer. The question arose
recently in the hearings about
the volumes of negotiation in
the Pentagon Study. Of course,
what those reveal, I think, is
what I have just said. There
have
been
no
serious
negotiations all this time and
the famous private channels
have been channels for
ultimatums from government
to the other side, calling upon it
to surrender, in effect .
Ultimatums of which none of
our intelligence every gave a
president hope that they would
achieve an end to the war.
I do have some hopes right
now, and they are in part
related to the Pentagon Papers,
and the release of them. I think
that the mood of the American
public since the total failure of
the Laotian invasion, and the
disillusionment with the effect
of the war on our troops overseas - the herion and corruption
of the government of Saigoncombined now with the
revelations in the Pentagon
Papers as to how we got whe.re
we got, and as to what the role
of the executive has been in
misleading the public, may well
have given President Nixon the
feeling that it will be much
more difficult in the future than
in the past to get a tolerant
reception from the press, the
Congress and the public for

further escalation.
If Nixon should conclude that
he can no longer creditably
threaten to destroy North
Vietnam because he can no
longer count on concealing his
intentions from the press and
the public, or lying to them in a
way which is either effective or
accepted, he may decide that he
no longer has any cards in his
hand with which to pursue
victory.
I think the threat of bombing
was basically what he thought
of incorrectly as his ace that
might achieve a better outcome. If he concludes that the
threat is really not possible,
settlement or to extricate
himself. I hope it will go tha t
way.
If China, by her willingness to
receive Nixon, should offer him
a chance to be a peace president
rather
than a war
president, I think it's not impossible that he might go
against his past political record,
and take that position even at
the price of reaching an end to
this war.
So I think that there is more
reason to hope at this point than
there has been for years. But
that is far from saying that one
can count on it going that way.
NELSON : Do you feel that the
7-point PGR proposal is
reasonable?
ELLSBERG: As they stand,
and this
enen the administration cannot deny, of
course, they are reasonable.
One can criticize, or be
skeptical, about what their
ultimate intentions are, what
meaning lies behind these
proposals, although I'm sure a
third party is watching both
sides
would have no more
reason to be skeptical of the
NLF proposals than any of the
proposals we've made, given
our past
experience. But I
don't see how skepticism like
that has any real bearing on
whether we sould be willing to
discuss on basis of those
proposals, which seem entirely
reasonable.

TH E MISSOUR I MI N ER is the official publica!ion of the students of
the University of Missouri - Rolla . It is published at Rolla, Mo., every
Wednesday during the school year. Entered as second class matter
February B, 1945, a! the Post Office a! Rolla, Mo. 65401, under the Ac!

of March 3,1879. The subscription is 51.25 per semester. This Missouri
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Letters To The ' Editor

Editor
Missouri Miners Newspaper
Rolla, Missouri 65401

Dear Editor:
Enclosed is a letter that we
would
appreciate
being
published as soon as possible. It
is in answer to the article
published by your newspaper;
namely "Think About It" by
Patrick Micheals. Please feel
free to edit it as necessary for
publication.
T.hank you for your time.
Sincerely,
BevWise
Student Body President and one
of the St. Luke's Seniors
Dear Edi tor:
Just for a while put away your
books and sliderules and sit
back and contemplate. While
you are contemplating about
your sadly deprived life in
Rolla, there are one hundred
a nd eighty lonesome, horny,
and God-forsaken women
withering away to nothing in
nursing school. We are putting
away our bedpans, Flo
Nightengale (who died of syph)
lamps, and support hose and
thinking about your sad plight
as presented in the article
"Think About It" by Patrick
Micheals. We feel that you
should should count your
blessings.
Here at the "convent" located

RICK REMLEY
Sports Editor

DAVE HARDIN
Photo Ed itor
MIKE ROOD
Make · Up Editor

JERRY DA VIS
Ass!. Make·Up Editor
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Sincerely
St. Luke's Senior
Student Nurses
October 6, 1971
Mr. Sam Burton

Director of Student Personnel
T-26
University of Missouri-Rolla
Dear Mr. Burton:

1

I am writing to request the
discontinuation of faculty
guests at student dances. I have
three reasons for making such a
request. They are as follows:l. Apparent lack of interest or
time on the part of the faculty.
On this campus the obtaining of
faculty guests is becoming
increasingly difficult. Many
times we have contacted as
many as twenty faculty
members and still guests are
not found.

2. Faculty guests serve no
real purpose. IIi Section Three
of "Information to Faculty
Guests" found on the reverse
side of every party permit, "the
officers of the sponsoring
student organization are fully
responsible for conducting the
activities in accordance with
existing UMR regulations
which govern such activities.
The signature of the faculty
guest on this permit does not
make him or her liable for the
conduct of individuals attending
the activity."

3. The need of faculty guests
often burdens the organization
advisor. With the increasing
difficulty in obtaining faculty
guests, the advisor of the
organization must chaperone
most of the dances an
organization sponsors.
Sincerely yours,
Mike Hermesmeyer
President
Student Union Board

OUR MAN HOPPE

Our Depraved Young People
What is this younger
generation coming to? Now
they've taken up a different
style of dancing that can only
lead to consequences unmentionable in a family
newspaper.
For years, as you know ,
dancing has been a healthy,
harmless physical outlet for our
young. Separated by a decent
three or four feet, our boys and
girls would gyrate endlessly to
.rock rhythms, endangering
only theil: sacroiliacs.
But youth is always seeking
new thrills. And now, United
Press reports in a scare story
from New York, they are
beginning to assume positions
on the dance floor that can bring
only a lump of horror to a
parent's throat.

CHARLESLADEROUTE

Features Editor

at 5555 Delmar (that's just east
of Goodfellow for those of you
familiar with St. Louis), our
only excitement is sitting in the
hall eating popcorn, drinking
diet soda (for no alcoholic
beverages are allowed), and
thinking about the next party
week-end in Rolla . When we tire
of this, we go up to the roof and
listen to the piercing screams,
gun shots, and continuous
screech of sirens or watch the
ever changing parade of men
visiting the houses of ill repute
across the street.
Out of boredom , we hit the
sack at 9:30p.m ., so that we can
be bright-eyed , bushy tailed,
and ready to face the enchanting world of nursing at 6
a .m. every morning . Enchanting, of course, includes not
only screaming women in labor,
but crying babies, disoriented
elderly ladies, and confused old
men who insist on parading
down the halls nude. So again
we say, count your blessing,
boys. It could be worse. You
could be enrolled in nursing
school!! !

First, the boy takes the girl's
right hand in his moist and
clammy left. Next, he insidiou' ly encircles her waist
with hi!, right arm , placing his
right hand who-knows-where
behind her back. She, in turn,
wantonly throws her left arm
around his shoulder in what can
only be described as a passionsignifying embrace.
Then, American fathers and
mothers, as the lights dim and
slow , lurid music softly plays,
thev press their bodies

together and sway! '
Is this dancing? Is this any
way to lose oneself happily in
the rhythms of the music?
Obviously not. This is merely
sexual foreplay designed solely
to arouse lust and lust alone.
If that were· all , moms and
dads, we might still be able to
protect our young simply by
keeping them off the dance
floor . But worse is yet to come.
A recent campus survey
indicated our children are
renouncing marijuana in favor
of cheap red wine!
Now we know the immediate
effects of marijuana: a gentle,
loving euphoria. And we know
the immediate effects of
alcohol: An aggressive fannypinching beligerancy, leading to
reckless dri ving, followed by
incapacitating
headaches,
nausea and nervous tension.
True, we unfortunately don't
know much about the longrange effects of marijuana. But
when it comes to alcohol we
unfortunately do : ruined livers,
smashed careers, broken
marriages , hallucinations ,
permanent brain damage and a
lingering death.
Is this what we want for our
children?
If this weren't enough, many
young men have started
shaving and trimming their

hair. One can only imagine the
shock to any American dad of
getting his first good look in
years at his' weak-cltinned, lopeared son.
Worse yet, fraternities, with
their cruel snobbery and
sadistic hazing, are growing in
popularity; marriages, with
their incredibly wasteful expense, are becoming stylish;
and on several campuses
students ha ve actually been
seen wearing shoes--a trend
which will inevitable lead to
cashmere sweaters, costly
nylon stockings , and (who
knows?) perhaps even pointless, throat-throttling, $5
neckties.
Our fmancial ruin is in sight.
So rise up, fellow parents! We
must somehow sa ve our
children from leading lust.filled , dissolute lives of vanity,
cruelty and vice that will drive
us to the poor house.
Let us somehow keep them
the gently hairy, tie-dyed,
vegetable-eating, barefoot,
inexpensive pot-smokers we
have come to know and love.
For otherwise, American
moms and dads, they're going
to grow up to be-we might as
well face it-just like us.
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Give A Damn! I ISigns Of The Times
by Dwight Deardeuff
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During the past week much
criticism has been leveled
against Student Personnel and
Sam Burton, director of Student
Personnel, over the refusal of
permission to sell homecoming
buttons on UMR'S campus.
Mr. Burton refused M·Club
permission to sell the buttons on
campus because he felt that
their sale was not in the best
interest of the school's image
and therefore would not sanc·
tion their sale on university
property. He did not preclude
their sale off campus, however,
in order that M-Club would not
lose their investment in this
fund raising project.
It must be pointed out that MClub did not seek permission for
their design through student
personnel prior to their order of
the 1971 homecoming buttons.
One of the duties of the Student
Personnel Director as stated in
the manual of information is to
coordinate "all requests from
student organization l for
permission to sell or solicit on
University property."
M-Club is not the only
organization recently refused
permission to sell buttons on
campus. Kappa Kappa Psi, the
honorary band fraternity, was
also refused permission on the
same grounds that the sale of
their buttons on university
property was not in the best
interest of the University's
image.
Does this recent trend of
events suggest change in the
official policy by the university
personnel? Mr. Burton does not
think so. Prior to this semester
the permission to sell or solicit
on campus was granted by
either the business office or
student personnel. As result
many organizations did not
obtain permission from either
office and engaged in their fund
raising projects without being
questioned by either Student
Personnel or the business office. Often both offices were
working under the assumption
that the other had granted the
organization permission to
solicit on campus. This
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semester, however, due to an
administrative change only the
director of Student Personnel
can grant permission for sales
on campus. There has been no
regulation change, but simply
the removal of a bureaucratic
inefficiency,
I then suggested the futility of
the attempt to protect the
university image by refusing
the sale on campus of buttons
and then, permitting them to be
sold off campus as being one
reeking of harassment rather
than effectiveness. Mr. Burton
countered with, "I would say
that in the case of a club that
has been refused to sell a button, that in a second occurrence
the button is sold off campus,
that I would suggest the matter
to the student affairs council for
disciplinary action. "
Mr. Burton does not feel that
things must be gross to sell. He
points to the St. Pat's Board's
buttons as examples of buttons
in good taste and still being very
definitely money markers.
I, personally, question which
hurts the University's image
more, buttons with "69" beer,
alcohol, beards, and "groady"
dress; a button depicting
motherhood with a young ,
defenseless infant suckeling a
baby bottle ; or Kappa Kappa
Psi's "I'm finger licking good."
I am not opposed to the St. Pat's
buttons because they depict a
miner at play and God knows
that we do need a few good
times. I am opposed, however,
to the rather restricted limits of
what is appropriate to the
University's image and the
subsequent process of censorship. Censorship is an evil
that just does not know where to
stop once it is iniated.
Mr. Burton wants it to be
made clear that he is not attempting to stifle groups in their
money making projects but
would rather like to help them.
He even suggested that in the
future M-Club and other
prgainzations might want to
-coordinate their efforts with the
University's artist through his
office.

"See Senator. I told you it would fly. All it needed was the right fuel."

toea ,.
Dear Balthazar,
Does the S.U.B., something I
see printed quite often , have
anything to do with the thing
that surfaces in Lake Frisco
occasionally?
Filmore Williams
Dear Fil,
Certainly not. Those letters
stand for Student Union Board,
which surfaces in the S.U.
Ballroom and in the Miner
Erection every now and then.
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Dear Bal,
I drive back and forth to Rolla
frequently and I have noticed
something quite srtange. I get
better gas mileage driving to
Rolla than driving home. What
could be the reason for this?
Tim Burr
Dear Tim,
That age-old explination
again holds true, Rolla Sucks!
Dear Bal,
How come Merl and C. Brice
didn't have a Homecoming
button on this past weekend to
help celebrate the festivities?
A Concerned student
Dear Student,
Due to the pornagraphic
nature of the buttons, I guess.
We wouldn't want to give a
wrong impression of the
Greatest Engineering School
West of Twin Forks River and
East of Bear Creek would we?

P .S. See Give a Damn in this
• week 's paper.
Dear Balthazar,
This past weekend I had a
date with a real zero from
Columbia. As a matter of fact, I
haven't had a date with a good
looking chick since I started
going to school here at U of M
and R. What can I do?
DilDo
Dear Dil,
You should be happy with
what you cann get. (In more
ways than one) But as my:
father used to tell me. "Beauty·
is only skin deep, but who the
hell wants to skin them."
Dear Bal,
Last year I went to the
Student Union Board Variety
Show and thought it was the
greatest thing ever. I especially
liked the Chuck Two rendition of
Home Made Shit. Do you think
tha t there will be another
variety show this year?
Brabantio Schweltzitch
Dear B.S. ,
My relia ble sources have told
me that there is going to be
another variety show this year.
However, the exact date is still
up in the air. I talked to the
Chuck Two and they are more
than ready for this year's show.
They are going to sing either:
"16 Honkers to Waynesville" or
"Madam Sphimossky and the
sponge kit enema disaster." It
should be a great evening indeed.

I
Dear Bal,
I recently completed my first
round of quizzes and ended up
with a 37 average. I am taking
15 hours and am a freshman.
What should I do.
Unonimous
Dear Un,
With my great ability to interpret things and my uncapped
fountain of knowledge, I have
made the correct decision for
your. If you are a girl, use what
you got and get those grades up.
If.-you are a boy, stop by your
nearest draft board. If you are
neither apply at Parker Hall for
a job with the University. If
none of these alturnatives are
interesting, try the local P .A.
office. I 'm sure one of your
caliber would fit right in. If you
find all of this a bunch of crap,
you could always jump off of the
Baker Bridge.
Dear Bal ,
Alright I have had it. Every
time I walk over that Damned
Bridge they built over by the
Norwood Hall, those nasty old
construction workers always
look up my dress. This makes
me feel very uneasy and very
funny.
Priscilla Painash
Dear P.P .,
I have talked to my
psychology assistants and they
have given me the following
reccomendation. Next time you
walk over the bridge stoP. right
(Cont.
on
page
6)
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

What's The Scoop?

By Charles Laderoute

How To Avoid A Deadline
This \H'ek's column was to be
a continuation of the Cucumano
case. However . I decided to
redirect m \. efforts along other
lines. These lines are the means
and methods of this column and
the points that are held by this
editor.
My column is a mix of news
and 'features; sometimes more
of one than the other. Because I
sign my name to it each week, I
am stating my feelings. If I
didn 't sign a name, it would not
be ethical for me to be oppinionated. However, because I
wish to make an opinion, I put
my name there each and every
week.
Though in the past few weeks

,
p

Howdy, Howdy Doody
As older people revert to their
pasts through No, No, Nannette ; Maybe, Maybe, Mae ;
Sure , Sure, Shirley, and the rest
of those vintage Camp-side
memories, we ' ve been left
without a nostalgia to call our
own . Until now, we've had to
Ii ve vicariously through our
parents' pasts , as they try to
bring it all back home again.
But now we can go back to
those long weekend hours in
front of the TV shouting tee hee
at Howdy Doody, Buffalo Bob,
Phineas T. Bluster , Clarabel ,
Dilly Dally and the rest of our
1950 family figures.
Because now Buffalo Bob, the
Doody -Gang ringmaster , is
making a come back. We have
our very own nostalgia . With old
films <if Howdy Doody Shows
that were last seen on the
screen more than ten years ago ,
53-year old Bob Smith is making
the rounds of college campuses
with a two-hour presentation
that has long-hairs longing to
retreat to their days of innocence. It all began last year
when University of Pennsylvania students wrote to
Uncle Bob asking to borrow a
Howdy Doody kinescope. Since
then, Mr. Smith-Howdy in towhas toured more than 60
colleges and has played full
house gigs at places like the
recently-demised Fillmore
East.
It was an innocent nostalgiawhere we lived in a Wonder
Bread world , building strong
bodies 12 ways , drinking
Ovaltine and searching for the
cream filling in our Hostess
Twinkie lives.
But , like the rest of us ,
Howdy--the dummy with the
brains enough to mutter only an
occasional Gosh, Golly Gee and
Right You Are-has grown up.
At 24-years old, Mr. Doody still
has his freckles intact, his ears
outturned and, with all strings
attached, is ready to lead us on
to a new nostalgia.
Gee Whiz.

was working very well. We also
have the reassurance of none
other than President Nixon
himself as he stated that "We
believe that considerable
headway has been made. " And
the war goes on.
" 'Next, (thought of the idea of
the environment. But, I figured
that this would probably bore
most people. So much has been
filling the news that many seem
to shrug it off with little second
thought.
, And so, on and on I went.
Down the list of possible topics
with little compence. I guess .
that my present dejected
feeling can be brought about by
the amazing number of replies I
have had to my previous articles. The total number of
favorable responses I have had
is now about 7 or 8. The number
of unfavorable responses I have
has is about 3 or 4. Maybe with
more reader response I could
effectively direct my efforts.
Yet this lack of response is not
limited to this author. Balthazar
has had only about 9 letters this
year; 6 this past week. There
has also been very few letters to
the edi tor. From this I can only
gather that either everyone is
satisfied or that they don't care.

I have written a one sided
column, this was for a purpose.
Aft er I have given all the pros
for Mr. Cusumano, I plan to
give all of the views of the
Administration. This is a
standard method for some
reporting and I should be given
the chance to complete my
views before any drastic
decisions are made as to my
reporting ability.
I hold it as an ethic to be
truthful and give no lip service
as such. My columns are
completely factual and done by
one individual--me. I would not
stoop to lying , but believe that
truth is a great asset and should
be practiced by at least two or
three more people in the world.
Thus for my readers and critics,
I have given my views here.
These are my means and
motives. You can go from there.
Never-the-less, as stated
before I was going to continue
the Cusumano case, but was
curtailed . The M club
Homecoming button was to be
my topic, but alas, it is being
handled in another column.
In trying to make a choice as
to what to write as an alternative , I found that there was
not a thing that interested me. I
thought about the possibility of
Viet Nam, but it looks like the
death of 45,000 of our brothers
wasn't in vain as Thieu showed
that the democratic process

I would like to commend the
Voter Registration efforts.
About 500 to 750 have
registered. This is quite good. I
hope that future efforts will add
to this.
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President Ratchford Seeks
Academic Re-vamp
from page 1
public does, through the news
media. Many times this information is later backed by in
writing from the government.
"Therefore, I am sure it is
apparent to everyone that
specific information on Phase II
is not yet available and action
on the planned raises is still
uncertain at this til)1e; " Dr .
Ratchford said , "I hope,
however, that we can make an
announcement on how the
President's program will affect
University employees by
November 13."
In other action, the Board of
Curators approved several
appointments within
the
University. Paul C. Nagel and
Carl N. Schneman were approved as Vice Presidents of
Academic Affairs , and Extension, respectively.
Both have had assignments in
these areas since last year,
when Nagel was named Special
Assistant to the President for
Academic
Affairs
and
Schneman was appointed acting
Vice President for Extension.
Dr. Nagel will be responsible
for the leadership of all
academic programs throughout
the four-campus University. His
duties will include efforts to
improve the instructional
programs and to broaden the
scholarly work of the faculty
members. Dr. Schneman will
head the University off-campus
instruction being provided
through the Extension Division.
Robert B. Baker, retired
professor
of
extension
education, was named as
emeritus professor of extension
education, and Robert W.
Paterson became Dean of the
School of Business and Public
Administration on the Columbia
•

campus. Dr. Paterson has been
serving as acting dean since
March.
The Board also acted on
approval of funds for various
projects on the individual
campuses . Contracts were
awarded for further construction on the power plant in
Columbia, and for the maintenance of elevators and dumbwaiters on the Columbia and
Rolla campuses.

Dear Bal
(From Page 5)

in the middle, throw your books
down, pull your skirt up, hold
your skirt in your mouth, throw
both fists up in the power
position,Yell three times
"power, peace and prima sosi
resitnancccck fron sei doi non
myet fot you dirty exzartepact
a ting mon old bastards ." At this
time they should all be looking
and listening to you. Nest: spit
twice over your left shoulder
and flip them all the bird. By
this time the University Police
will have apprehended you and
you will be incarcerated in the
city jail for causing a civil
disobedience. Your charge will
probably be about ten years, so
you won't have to worry about
the dirty old men any more .
Dear Bal ,
I took a 1971 M Club
Homecoming button and Sam
Burton home to my mother. She
kept the button.
Rogerno
Dear Rogerno,
What can I say?
(Continued on Page 8)
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B. Types of Industries employing UMR GRADS
(midyear & fall 1970,
.
& spring 1971)
Aerospace & Components
Automotive & Mechanical Equipment
Chemicals, Drugs & Allied Products
Construction & Building Materials
Electrical Machinery & Equipment
Electronics & Instruments
Food & Beverage Processing
Government Civil Service
Glass, Paper & Packaging
Highways
Metals & Metal Products
Municipalities
Petroleum & Allied Products
Railroads
Research & Consulting
Tire & Rubber
Public Utilities
Teaching
Peace Corps
Other

19
33
19
35
24
24
11

42
11

31
42
5

63
3

10
1

57
4

3

12

C. Employment Hiring Four or More UMR Grads This Year
Bell Systems
Black & Veatch
Caterpillar Tractor
Charm in
City Service Oil
Commonwealth Edison
Corps of Engineers
Factory Mutual
General Electric
HurnbleOil .
Illinois Power
Illinois State Highway
Kansas City Power & Light
McDonnell Douglas
Missouri State Health Department
Missouri State Highway
Motorola
Natural Gas Pipeline
Noranda
Proctor & Gamble
Texaco
Union Carbide
Union Electric
U.S.Steel
Westinghouse

15
8
5

6
4
4

8
4

8
5
4
9
.4

16
4
18

4
4
4

5
5
4

6
7
5
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And Another Thing
By Kent Yoest

Birth Control & The Single Newspaper

Students register to vote at GDI's voter
registration table.

•
MRHA Collects $330 In
Cape for Boys Town
Boys' Town of Missouri,
located in St. James , is an
organization which helps boys
from all over the state overcome their troubles through a
group living situation which
provides both educational and
recreational opportunities .
Presently, 118 boys are living at
Boys' Town and even though
they do come from all over the
state, the organization receives
no federal or state funds , its
operations are supported only
by donations.
On Saturday, October 9th,
members of the Men's
Residence Halls Association
travelled to Cape Girardeau to
raise funds for Boys' Town.

~r

They collected in shopping
centers , on the streets, and
from store owners, in the day
long effort. On the whole they
were well received and treated
courteously, but the following
replies to their appeals livened
up the day: " Get a hair·
cut" ...... "Help Boys ' Town?
Okay-if you 'll help me out·I just
got a divorce! " ...... "I wouldn 't
give you guys
anything" .... " Well , Ma bel,
there 's another one getting
money for a ride to St.
Louis" .... "Hey! How are you
guys doing up there in Boys '
Town?" .... "You damn students
are going to spend all this on
beer tonight, aren't you?"

1,!l69

1,050
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A MRHA member stands his post, collecting
money for the Boys Town of Missouri. The
collection was made in Cape Girardeau,
Missouri.

•

The more observant readers
of the Miner will find something
missing from this week's issue,
as well as from last week 's.
While the materials left out
were not the most jour·
nalistically important parts of
this publication, they have been
responsible for more thought
and concern on the part of the
Miner staff and those connected
with the Miner than any other
part of the paper in recent
weeks. They are the abortion
and condom advertisements.
Readers will remember that
the Miner began running ads for
the condoms in issues last year,
with the abortion information
ads being added this fall. Until
recently, the paper had

received no adverse comment
concerning the advertisements ,
but two weeks ago, during the
tour of UMR by sever a l
legislators, we did receive a
request to discontinue the ads .
It seems that one legislator,
Mr. J. Russell of Florisant had
rec ei ved several letters a nd
phone calls from his constituents complaining of an ad
headlined, "Give A Damn, Use
a Condom" that had appeared
in the UMSL student paper. He
had checked and found that the
papers on all four campuses
were running the ads , so he
began talking with the staffs of
the papers, requesting that they
simply "reconsider" running
them.

THE
ENVIRONMENT
Overpopulation And Law
Within your lifetime, the
United States Congress will
pass a law directly restricting
the number of children you may
legally have. That this law is
coming is almost as certain as
that the leaves of trees will
again change colors this fall .
Only if we, all Americans, can
voluntarily restrict our birth
rate is there any assurance that
this unpleasant solution will not
be the final answer to the
problem of overpopulation.
A new ethic of population
consciousness is needed. All
Americans must be educated in
their schools and on their jobs,
through radio , television and
the newspapers that a large
family is not the best family. It
will have to be suggested that
every family does not have to
have children to be happy.
A women ' s place is not
necessarily in the home. Many
women are tempermentally
unsuited to be mothers. Many
men are not tempermentally
fitted to be fathers. There is not
reason why these people should
have to have children to prove
enything.
Instead of asking a young
married couple when they are
going to "start" a family, why
should we not ask if they are
going to have children?
Coupled with this change in
public attitudes there must be a
change in governmental policy.
Is it rational to reward people
for ha ving children when public
school districts are having to
close because of a lack of money
to educa te the children we
already have ? Yet that is
exactly what present state and
federal tax policies are
designed to do.
Every nine seconds a new
American is born . Every year
we pour 25 billion pounds of
human and industrial wastes
into our rivers and on ocean
fronts . Last year the Cuyahoga
River in Ohio caught fire when
the chemical wastes in it were
ignited. More than 200 million
tons of air contaminants were
"produced" in the United States
last year, more than half the
world's total "production".
It has been said tha tone
American child is more of a
disaster for the world than 20
children born in India . We
cannot preach population
control to the rest of the world
unless we practice it ourself.

Taxes have traditionally been
used to regulate human
behavior. They are particularly
appropriate to the problem of
overpopulation. The idea is
simple and feasible. Two-thirds
of all American children are
born to middle class or
wealthier parents.
No more tax exemptions will
be allowed for children born in
the future--for example, a year
from now. Special tax exemptions will be given to all single
adults and childless couples. No
penalties would be levied for
those children already born.
Addi tionally, special bonus
payments could be made to all
those who did not have children
as a reward for not futher
burdening our schools, utilities,
and waste disposal services.
Those people who wanted
more children could pay a little
more for them , a simple
American solution to the
problem of overpopulation.
Consider the alternative ,
criminal penalties for having
more than two children. The
choice is ours .

Women Engineers
Hold 1st Meeting
Tuesday , October 5, the
Society of Women Engineers
held a coker for · prospective
pledges. Thirteen actives along
with seven interested pledges
attended.
Sunday , October 24 has been
set as the formal initiation of
the Fall semester pledge class.
This year's officers of SWE
are Sue Litteken, president ;
Gayle Durand, vice-president ;
Jerri Onstad , secretarytreasurer ; and Diana Harrison,
corresponding secretary.

NOTICE
The student union board
is holding a bicycle
'scauenger hunt October 21,
1: 00-3: 00. Bicycles will be
used to travel between
locations and to find' listed
items. Time period states
is that which contestants
may start.

A few days after Mr. Russell
had made his request to the
Miner, members of the staff
a ttended the Missouri College
Newspaper Association Convention in Columbia. At an
afternoon "problems session" ,
the Miner staff posed the
qu estion to a panel of journalism adviser-instructors
from the School of Journalism
and Stephens College. Suddenly
we were informed that what we
faced was more a legal problem
than just a moral issue.
Miss Elizabeth Barnes, adviser to Stephens Life, related
her experience last year when
faced with the decision to run
abortion ads. She first sought
legal advice, which influenced
her against allowing the ads to
be printed. Concerning the
legality of the condom ads , Miss
Barnes and the rest of the panel
were unsure , but cautioned us
against running them until we
had checked out their legality in
Missouri .
At the time, though, it was our
major concern as to whether or
not we could justify running the
ads as a service to the readers
of the Miner . We were just
concerned with the moral
implications, as outlined by our
only pre;v,ious complainer, Mr.
Russell. To this, no one would
offer any advice, and before the
discussion was over, we just
seemed to end up in an
argument.
In a joint discussion of the
convention delegates, we finally
decided amongst ourselves that
it would be best to recommend
that the paper stop running the
ads , at least until we could find
out if we could be sued for
publishing them. And that's
where it stands now.
It seems that the decision did
not come too soon, as two weeks
ago , in fact on the very day
after Mr. Russell's visit, the
editor of the student newspaper
of the University of Florida was
arrested for publishing an
abortion information ad.
Now the entire matter has
been turned over to the legal
department of the University of
Missouri. As yet , there has
been no court case on this
issue, so it looks like everything
will have to depend on the interpretation of the Missouri
statutes by that department.
On November 16, Paul
Ponder and edi tor Roger Ellis
will attend a four campus
meeting of the university
system. By this time it is hoped
a decision will have been
reached , either giving the
papers the freedom to print the
ads without (ear of legal consequences, or ending forever
the problem.
Of course if the ads are found
to be legal , then the paper will
be faced with the moral
decision. Until that time, any
thoughts anyone might have on
the subject would certainly be
appreciated. As the Miner is a
's tudent publication, it should
reflect what the students feel.

NOTICE
The Wesley program will
be Wednesday Oct. 20, with
a speaker from County
Clerk's office speaking on
Student
Voting
Registration at 6 p.m. at
the Wesley House, 403 West
Eighth Street.
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Dedication Of The Merl
Baker Memorial Bridge
Los t in the fes ti\'e ha ppenings
of thi s pas t Homecoming
\\'eekend \\'as the dedi ca tion of
th e " lI1 erl Ba ke r Mem or ia l
Bridge." Vis iting di gnitar ies
a nd alumni ca me to marvel a t
the out sta nding applica tion of
Rolla's engineering technology
that spans the ditch between
Nor\\'ood Hall and the Student
Union .
The dedi ca tion ceremonies
were held las t wee k a nd were
hos ted by the ever -busy B & G

crew of UMR. Although pressed
wi th the co m pleti on of the CE
de p a rt me nt 's d r ive-way,
Rolla's own wiza rds of efficiency honored this addition to
the throbbing Rolla ca mpus.
A mass ive tr a ffi c j a m
occ urred a t th e bridge du e to
the delay encountered when the
hourly B & G coffee break came
aro und . Without delav th e
Uni versity Police (known once
to the a lu m ni as " Tra ffic
Safety" before the increase in

Dear Bal
(F rom Page 6)
Dear Bal,
Now tha t UMR has th e
greatest
de fender
of
mothe rhoo d , app le pie, and
pronorgrap hy ; why is there
copies of probably the most
explicit ha ir and fo ur letter
word popular magazi ne on the
market lyi ng out for any a nd
everyone to read, including my
mother. I. e. P layboy .
Signed X
Dear X ,
I don't know .
Dea r Bal,
WllO a re you backing for
pres ident in 72.
M.M.
Dear M.M.,
McGovern by all mea ns.

everything for which it stands. I
hope all who see it will renect
with satisfaction that here was
a perfect choice of Na tiona l
Emb lem by our fo re fa th er s,
a nd will reso lve th a t the
America n Eagle must rema in a
li vin g sym bol , not a victim of
our apathy a nd un ca rin g
neglect."
All of the artists are conserva tionists as well as pain-

er

bicycles a t UMR ) a lleviated the
condition .
A nota ble absence at the
dedi cation wa s Merl Baker
himself. Informed sources from
Parker Hall report that the
Chancellor was overcome with
spee chlessness and could not
attend. For many years to come
(before the completion of the
ne w Student Center ) Mine rs
will ' be able to ve nerate his
memory .

Amst.ed IndUl

SchlUlDbergel
Hallibubton S
Pan Handle I

ters . Through F r a me Hous e
Gallery, they work to broa den
apprec ia tion of a rt in general
and wildlife art in particular; to
increase interest in such conserv a tion group s as the
Na tional Audubon Society and
the
Na ti ona l
Wildlife
Federation, and to contribute to
th e pr omoti on , preserv a tion
and , possibl y, the esta blishment
of wildli fe sanctuari es.

consult tl

fI

Get any of th ese top Record albums for only $3.80 and 7UP "" proof of
purc hase (save up to $2.18). 8-Track and Cassette Tape albums, only
$3.98 (save up to $4.00).
.

,

: '~
.... . . ...
....
/"....
/,

' .-

I

Every Picture
Tells A Story
13296

11 3611

104379

11361 2

ARETHA

FRAnHlIn
Live at

Fillmore West
04370

04375

11 3474

fI

'0

10073

To indi ca te the category yo u wa nt for
each selecti on, circle the letters: R for
Records, S for 8·Track Tapes, C for Casse tte Tapes. Then enter the code numbers of th e selec tion(s) yo u wa nt and th e
prices in th e appropriate co lumns. Pl ease
enclose full payment along wi th thre e
7UP bottl e cap liners or oth er 7UP proof
of pu rc hase* for each selecti on. (DO NOT
MAIL METAL CAPS.) Make check or money
order payable to: Uncola Mu sic Offer.
MAIL ORDER FORM TO:
Uncola Music Offer , P. O. Box 777 B,
' Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
IMPORTANT: Ci rcleeither " R," " S," or "C."
Ree.

8·Track
Tapes

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Casscuc Sci cellon
Tapes

Numbers

MOllcyoffer
Sale Price

C
C
C

C
C
C
C

(PLEASE PRI NT CLEARLY)

11997

13365

NAME _ _
AOORESS

Joni
Mitchell
Blue
11758

Original Cast

Godspell

11 876

~~~

"at Stevens
Tea For The
Ti/lerman
12848

e

113505

113629

ELTon

JEFFERSON
AIRPLANE

JOHn

11-17-70

BARK

113603

The
Guess Who
So Long,
Bannatyne

13358

04383

CI TY

_

STAT

pledges

we~

project whil
them to sh
others. To obi
project, ple(
selves out
petroleum e[

UMR Pr
of Stoel

10

All prices incl ude appli cable state and
loca l tax an d mailing costs.

113322

The idea
Francis E. V
suggested to I
class last fa
Carlile '01 TuIi

The Univerl
RoUa was pre
debentures an
stock in the
Center re-deve
Peabody Coa
companyalso

TOTAL:

04341

rhe Univer
ollachapter
Jational hon
petroleum Ir
the second yE
year-old Miss
Francis E. W
Home in Tuls
The chapter
1100 to use
wishes.

~;Rod~Stewart
...•...•.•

PI
"A

The Merl Baker Memorial Bridge, a construction master piece outshone only by the
Rolla

THE UNCOLAM
MUSIC MONEYOFFER
'0

JO

Shell Oil C~
CIntern,
Nooter Con:
Alvey conVI
Maytag O·
standal'd I
eonunonwe!
Monsanto CI
J{a nsas sta.
IllinoiS Dlvl
IIlinois Dep
AMOCO PrOl
Olinols Tool
GaS Service
M.W.J{ellog
CombUStion I
St. Joseph M
Daily &: AsSo

Wildlife Art Exhibit
Students are invited by the
fin e ar ts committee of the
Stude nt Union Boa rd to view an
ex hi bit of wil dli fe a rt in the
UMR Lib r a r y Thur s day a fter noo n (Oc t. 21) a nd a ll day
F riday until 5 p.m.
The exh ibi t fro m F r ame
House Gallery, Louisville, Ky.,
will be a fea ture of Cha ncellor
a nd Mrs. Mer! Baker 'S annual
fac ul ty r eception Friday
evening. The event wi ll honor
University President and Mrs .
Brice Ratchford.
On display in the foyer of the
l i ~rary wi ll be works by Guy
Coheleach, Anne Dowden, Don
Ecke lberry and Charles Harper . Pa intings by Ray Harm
will ue show n in the rare books
·room.
The five a rtists whose work
will be displayed are among the
leading wildlife artists in the
country. They are na turalists,
orni thologists. biologists. and
botan ists as well as artists.
Each has his own speciali ty ,
although they a lso pai nt in other
fie lds. These spec ia lti es a r e:
Guy Coheleach, large birds a nd
ma mm a ls of North Amer ica n
a nd Afri ca; Ann e Dowd en ,
wil dfl owers of America; Do n
Ec ke lber ry, ga me birds a nd
birds of the tropics; Ray Harm ,
bir ds, ma mm a ls a nd wildnowers of North America, and
Cha rl es Har per, fl ower s a nd
a nima ls in dis tinctive a bstract
designs
reproduced by the
a rtis t by the silk screen process.
One of the Harm works which
will be di spl ayed is "American
Eagle," which was pa inted by
him as a gift for the Corps of
Ca dets, United Sta tes Military
Academy, Wes t Poi nt.
Ha rm says of th is
pa inting " It was pa inted also as
my persona l rededi ca tion to our
Na ti ona l
Emb lem
a nd

~

.ZIP _ _

Along wi th your albums, you will receive
the 24 page Music Moneyo ffer Ca talog
listing ove r 300 music and stereo equip·
men t bargains. If you wo uld like the Ca ta·
log and do not wan t to purchase an album
at this time, check th e box below and se nd
your name an d address along wi th 25c to:
Uncola Music Offer, Dept. C,
P.O. Box 77B,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46 206.

D

"The foll owi ng cons titute 7UP proof of purchase:
Three 7UP bottle ca p liners. (DO NOT MAIL
METAL CAPS); One 7UP purchase sea l from the
bottom of !l0n.returnab le bottles or can cartons:
One l UP Imprint from the plas tic collar can
holders; Or any identifiabl e portion of the label
from large sIze l UP bo tt les.

- For Info rma t ion on the famous Unco la post ers~:~~1 ¥3fg~~ Poste rs, Box 11 477, St. Louis, Mi s··seV[N·UP," "'uP, " " TH( UNCOl A, " AN D "UN" AAt
TAAD(M A"!( 5 I D(N TI FY IN G TH[ PAOOUC T 0" THC seVCN.
UP CO "'''AN Y,

DMR.
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Job IntervielNs
Shell Oil Companies
CPC International
Nooter Corporation
Alvey Conveyor
May tag
Standard Oil of California
Commonwealth Edison
Monsanto Chemical
Kansas State Highway Commission
Illinois Division of Highways
Illino_is Department of Personnel
AMOCO Production
Illinois Tool Works
Gas Service Company
M_ W. Kellogg Company
Combustion Engineering
St. Joseph Mineral-Monoco
Daily & Associates
Amsted Industries
Schlumberger Well Drilling
Hallibubton Services
Pan Handle Eastern

Novermber 1-4
November 1
November 1
November 1
Novemberl
November 2,3
November 2
November 2-5
November 2
November 2, 3
November 2
November 3, 4
November 3
November 3
Nobember 4
November 4
Nobember 4
November 4
November 4
November 4
November 5
November 5

Consult the Placement Office for further Information
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Adopts" Girl

rhe University of Missouriolla chapter of Pi Epsilon Tau,
.lational honorary scholastic
petroleum fraternity, has for
the second year "adopted" 16year-{)ld Miss Kathy Stolp of the
Francis E. Willard Methodist
Home in Tulsa, Okla.
The chapter has given Kathy
$100 to use in any way she
wishes.
The idea of helping the
Francis E. Willard Home was
suggested to the chapter pledge
class last fall by Mrs_ F. T.
Carlile:ofTulsa . At the time, the
pledges were looking for a
project which would permit
them to show concern for
others. To obtain money for the
project , pledges hired themselves out to the UMR
pet~oleum engineering faculty

to do yard work around the
houses and other odd jobs.
Last year, Kathy was brought
to UMR by Mr _ and Mrs. F. T.
Carlile to visit the campus and
take part in the fall initiation
ceremonies of the new chapter
members. At that time, she was
made an honorary member of
the chapter. After the
ceremony, she attended a
dinner and reception at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Robert E _
Carlile. He is chapter adviser.
Kathy is a senior in high
school in Tulsa . She has worked
this past 'summer to help
finance her upcoming college
education. Fraternity members
hope they have helped her
achieve this goal.

UMR Presen,t~d J qoo Shares
of Stock From Peabody Coal Co.
The University of MissouriRolla was presented $99,000 in
debentures and 1,000 shares of
stock in the st. Louis Civic
Center re-development from the
Peabody Coal Company . The
company also made a cash gift
to UMR.
The
contribution
was
authorized for the UMR
University Center by E. R.
Phelps, president of Peabody
Coal Co. , a subsidiary of the
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Making the presentation to
UMR Chancellor Mer! Baker
and F _Stillman Elfred, national
chairman of the UMR Chancellor's Task Force, was W. V.
Hartman, vice president of
Peabody Coal Co. Elfred is
retired chairman of the board of
the company.
UMR, which is second
nationally \D engineering
bachelor'S degrees granted,
annually draws about 1,300
students from St. Louis and St.
Louis County . Nearly 300
engineers from the St. Louis
area have received master of
science degrees through the
UMR Graduate Engineering

Center there which offers
classwork in the evenings.

Appearing from left to right are: Dr_ Merl Baker, Senator McNeal and Merlin
Lickhalter, who was the archted of the n-ew Humanities Building_

Dr. Ellis Speaks at Dedication Ceremonies
Dr . Elmer Ellis, president
emeritus of the University of
Missouri, spoke on the values of
humanities and social sciences
at the dedication ceremonies of
the new University of MissouriRolla Humanities and Social
Sciences Building held last
Friday on the Library plaza.
"More and more leaders in
industry and government want
their professionally trained
leaders to also know substantial
amounts about society and its
culture," Dr. Ellis said. "They
want people whose education is
whole and not limited to

in history, gave the welcoming
remarks. Murphy is a woodrow
Wilson Fellow and holds the
James G. Harris Award from
UMR.
Taking part in the key
presentation ceremony were
UMR Chancellor Merl Baker,
Merlin Lickhalter of The Drake
Partnership, architects of St.
Louis, and Theodore D. McNeal
of the University of Missouri
Board of Curators.
After the ceremony, an open
house was held in the new
building.

UMR Alumni Association
Holds Annual Awards Banquet
The alumni association of
UMR had their annual awards
banquet Saturday. At this
banquet twelve people were
honored for their achievements.
The honorees were selected for
the awards by an anonymous
committee of alumni .
Five members of the UMR
faculty and administration
received the alumni merit
award. These honorees and
their area of distinction included: Dr. Thomas J. O'Keefe
associate
professor
of
metallurgical engineering and
senior investigator
(materials) in the Space
~ciences Research Center at

605 PINE STREET
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
PHONE 364-5581
CRAFTS - HOBBIES ARTISTS' SUPPLIES

VOLKSWAGEN
AUTHORIZED
Sale. and Service

BILL SOWERS MOTORS
PHONE 364-5178

science and
technology.
Moreover, they appreciate
more and more the value to
society of the specialists
educated in these humanistic
and social science fileds ."
Dr. Ellis said that the new
building represents the growth
and development of the
humanities and social sciences
at UMR.
Also making dedication
remarks were Miss Arlene
Bush, UMR senior in English
from Dixon. William J. Murphy
of Rolla, University of MissouriColumbia graduate student in
his tor and UMR May graudate

HWY. 66 EAST IN NORTHWYE

Special Financing for Graduotin.g Seniors

Rolla , exemplary faculty
competence; Dr . Anton des
Brasunas director of the UMR
Graduate Engineering Center
in St. Louis and associate dean
of engineering, outstanding
service
in
professional
SOCieties; Dr. Aaron J. Miles.

dean emeritus of the sChool of
Engineering, inspirational
loyality and service; Dr. Robert
N. Sawyer, associate professor
of psychology of Civil
Engineering, outstanding
service in teaching.

. --.........

ic Jrecleric"s
C9 olol!ial 'l)illage
TAVERN
NOW OPEN
10 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Frosted Mugs
Coldest Beer In Town
Sandwiches
............. ,

....

Steak Shrimp Chicken
Served Upstairs
at
Frederic's Resta urant
364-1503
Hwy. 63 &: Cedar

Rolla, MOo
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~NER SPORTS
Clark Plunges For Two Touchdowns

Miners Shatter Homecoming Hex, 21-19
Fumble-itis
First Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing
Passes
Interceptions
Fumbles Lost
Punts
Penalties

NWMS
20
191
165
13-25
1
4
5-30.8
4-45

UMR
14
167
147
8-18
0
0
7-39.0
4-30

Scoring:
NWMS: First Qtr. I yd. run by
Grant. PAT no good. Second
Qte. 33 yd . pass Priest to
McCluskey. PAT no good.
Second Qtr. 3 yd. run by Priest.
PAT by Maddick.

~

.
I

,

UMR : First Qtr. 2 yd. run by
Clark . PAT by Key . Third Qtr. 1
yd. run by Clark. PAT by Ke~.
Fourth Qtr. 48 yd. pass GodWIn
to Weekley. PAT by Key.

The Miners defeated a strong
Maryville squad 21-19 to gain
their first conference win of the
year,
and
th~ir
f.irst
Homecoming Day VIctOry since
1965. Pat Godwin tossed a 48
yard scoring strike to split end
Martin Weekley to cap a 14
point second half rally by the
Miners . Weekley outraced
safety Steve Condon, and took
the perfect pass over his
shoulder as he went in for the
score.
Two outstanding running
backs dominated the playas
Les Clark of UMR gained 129
yards rushing. The Bearcat
offense consisted of Albm right,
Albin left, and Albin up the
middle, as the 175lb . tailback
picked up an incredible 166 yard
rushing , and was forced to leave
late in the fourth quarter due to
injury, or he might have
cracked the 200 yard barrier.
The Miners capitalized on
four Bearcat fumbles , and two
missed extra points to gain their
first MIAA victory.
The Maryville team received
the opening kickoff and drove to
the Rolla 14 when quarterback
Curtis Priest rolled r ight and
threw a 4 yard pass to wide
receiver Mike Corbett. Monster
man Kim Colter hit Corbett and
forced a fumble, which was
recovered by Bruce Stone, to
stall the NWMS drive .
The Miners took the ball and
drove 86 yards in 9 plays, with
Les Clark cracking over for the
score from the 2 yard line .
Godwin hit two clutch passes to

keep the drive rolling, including a 12 yard strike to
Weekley, and a 19 yard toss to
Somerville. The longest gain in
the series was a 45 yard ramble
by Les Clark . Key added the
extra point to make the score HJ
with8:00 remaining in the first
quarter.
On their next possession, Les
Clark of the Miners fumbled on
the Rolla 31 yard line. The ball
was recovered by Joe Wingate,
setting up a first and ten on the
Miner 31. Tailback Jim Albin
carried t he ball 7 times in
succession, setting up a third
and one on the Rolla one yard
line. Fullback Grant plunged
for the TD. Maddick came in to
attempt the extra point, which
was blocked by Kim Colter,
making the score 7-6 Miners
with 2:10 remaining in the first
quarter.
Curt Prist then unlimbered
his passing arm as he hit Grant
on a screen pass for 12 yards,
Hanson for 8 on a down and out
pattern , and a 33 yard bomb to
flanker Steve McCluskey, to put
the Wildcats out in front 12-7.
Maddick again attempted the
extra point, but was un able to
get the kick away, due to a poor
pass from center Gary Heyde.
The Miners marched to the
Northwest 38 yard line, but
were halted when a Godwin
pass on fourth and two fell incomplete.
The Bearca ts took over
possession and went 52 yards in
11 plays to make the score 19-7
Albin carried the ball 7 tim es

Scoring by quarters:

.

Another pass interference call
on Dave Hansen set up first and
goal on the Northwest 1. Clark
went over for the TD and Key
added the point .after to make
the score 19-14.
The Bearcats settled down to
a ball control offense, designed
to run down the clock, but two
key fumbles by Jim Albin gave
the Miners the opportunity to
score.
The first fumble came on the
Miner 14; as the Bearcats drove
for the clinching score, Albin
fumbled and the ball was
recovered by Bruce Stone.
On their next possession, the
Bearcats again gave over the
ball as Albin fumbled on his own
43 yard line. Stone again
recovered the ball to give the
Miners an excellent scoring
chance. Godwin, on a key third
and eight, hit Weekley for the 48
yard TD , and Key added the
extra point, as the Miners led
21-19.

The harriers next meet will be
Oct. 23 against Southwest
Missouri State .

INTRAMURAL
1. KappaSig
2.PiK.A.
3. Phi Kap
4. DeltaSig
5. SigEp
6. Lambda Chi
7.5gers
8.TEKE
9. Delta Tau
10. Sigma Pi
11. SigmaNu
12. Tech
15.SigTali
16. K. A.
17.MRHA
18. Theta Xi
19. Theta Chi
20. Engine
21. Acacia
22. Mates
23.Wesley
24. Shamrock
25. T. J.
27. Liahona
28. Triangle
29.A.E.Pi
30. BSU
31. Pi Kappa Phi

619.00
571.50
563.50
540.75
538.75

534.00
525.00
519.25
514.75

483.00
469.25
451.50
389.25
389.00
388.00
369.00
320.00
312.00
268.50
261.75
218.50
217.75
'14 ?:Y8.%?
161.25
143.25
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U.M.R. Class Rings
3q4-2142

The Greenville course was
different for the harriers as it
was only four miles long instead
of the usual five. This probably
did make a big difference in the
Miners performance.

wclcome ."

The Bearcats

And Jewelry

715 Pine St.

Top runner for UMR was B?b
Rice who finished the race In
22 :06, which was good for fourth
place. Placing seventh for UMR
was Mike Schepflin, who ran
one of his best races so far.

(Continued on Page 11)

Fuller Jewelry
The Finest In Diamonds

The UMR harriers ran into
trouble last Tuesday as they
dropped a double-<lual meet at
Greenville College in IllinOis.
The Miners lost to the
University of Missouri at St.
Louis by a score of 22-34 and to
Greenville by a score of 20-37.
These two losses bring the
Miners record to 3~ .

STANDINGS

NWMS: 6 13 0 0-19
UMR: 1fs ? 1fs 1f8++ V4V8

for 32 yards In the drIve. The bIg
play was a 22 yard pass to Mike
Corbett, the tight end, which
came on a second and four call.
. Another big gainer was a 10
yard screen pass to fullback
Grant, as Priest caught the
Miners in a blitz . The score
came as Priest rolled out from
the Rolla three yard line, faked
the pass to freeze defensive
back Bill Peach, and scampered in for the score. Maddick
added the PAT to make the
score 19-7. The lead held up until
halftime.
With 11 :45 remaining in the
third quarter the Miners
mounted an 8 play scoring
drive , which was sustained by
two key penalties. The defense
put a bi~ rush on punter Greg
Wright, who kicked for 2 yards,
giving the Miners excellent field
position on the Bearcat 40. On
second down Godwin tossed a
pass intended for Somerville
which was intercepted by Joe
Wingate , but a holding ~a ll on
the Wildcats gave the Miners
the ball , and a 13 yard penalty.

-

Harriers Fall
In Greenville
Double-Dual

RICK REMLEY, SPORTS EDITOR

SUPERBOMB - Martin Weekley (83) beat Bearcat safety Steve Condon (42)
for a 48 yard touchdown pass. The play came in the fourth quarter and was
.
.
the deciiling score of the game.
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KENMARKS SPORTING GOODS
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'Mural Roundup
By Pete Pixum

After the recent intramural
championship game. I was
playing EE nerd. gunning out
rs r., .
~'Illfl
271 problems for my 8:30 class.
ay as tit
when I hears the following
UaI
ey
illeet
2in Ill' .al announcement on radio station
t
to Ino~ KCLU. "There will be an
OUrj
the organizational meeting of the
at st Phelps County Chapter of the
22'34 and ~ Pete Pixum Fan Club and Beer
Ore of 2O.;n 'l11rowing Society tonight at Pi
bring ~ Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
6.
Everyone
on
campus.
especially Pete Pixum. will be
welcome."
As soon as we heard this
message. Rollla's dynamic duo
sprang into instant action.
Unable to resist the challenge
the Fearless Forecaster and
cub reporter Clyde Killjoy
Course Wa, leaped into "White Lightnin'
llTiers as i "our
supercharged
'61
long insteJd Volkswagen Beetle. and with
us proba~j the aid of a strong tailwind
renee in the made it over to Pi K A in less
e.
than ten minutes.
We walked past the sentries
at the outer door. a pair of
meetwill ~
Southwest drunked-up pledges. and
headed downstairs. Pete was
carrying a lot of special
equipment designed to get him
out of tight spots; a basketball.
football. baseball and hockey
puck.
Clyde and I walked downstairs and were unrecognized in
our secret identities midmannered reporter Bill Hor619.00 sford and P.W. Killjoy.
We were just getting ready to
571.~
leave when Paul Durke. ex563.~
Gestapo agent and code number
54Q.~
002 V4 of the Polish Secret
538.~
534.00 Service screamed out. "Look.
52S.00 there in the corner. It's a nerd.
51U It·s a narc . It·s Pistol Pete
Pixum."
514.~
The crowd began an angry
483.00
murmur. (Murmur. murmur)
46915
451)1 Clyde and I. fearing the worst.
checked over our special
389.~
389.00 equipment. football. basketball.
388.00 baseball. and hockey puck.
One of the Pikers back in the
389.00
crowd identified me for those
~.OO
who hadn 't heard. "That's Pete
312.00
Pixu~ . He's got a lot of balls to
268.~
come over here."
261.1l
"Maybe so." replied his date.
218.~
"but I think he should get the
217.1l
puck out of here." (Pause and
Y4?%·1I: groan.)
161.~
We tried to make our escape.
143.~

~RAL

NGS

but were unsuccessful. All the
phone booths were in use. so I
was unable to change into my
purple tye-dye cape and fly to
safety. In the process of searching for a phone booth. we
blundered into the girls' john.
Ah. the life of a super hero is
rough.
After a brutal struggle lasting
several seconds Pete was
finally cornered by the angry
Pikers. After a hearty meal of
baked crow and humble pie.
homade following an old Piker
recipe . we got down to the
business of the night.
After making sure that
everyone had their genuine Pete
Pixum autographed beer mug.
with the USAF Mark XXX
bombsight. one quart capacity.
we began tossing off a few
beers. Almost all of them were
tossed off on Pete. but they
quickly drained to the floor. The
floor quickly became very
sticky. making it very hard to
walk. but at the same time it
served to keep a lot of drunks in
a generally upright position.
Some of the Pikers . flushed
with victory. and other assorted
liquids.
threw
so
enthusiastically they let go of the
mug. too. Boy. those front teeth
are expensive.
We finally escaped when the
Pikers couldn't find the tar and
feathers. and the A Phi ' s lost
their rope.
Best Dressed Player of the
Game: The winner from Alpha
Phi Alpha . Zebulon Nash. who
sported a World War I helmet
liner in basic brown.
Athletic Event of the Upcoming Week: Watermelon
Seed Spitting Champoinship of
Hackensack. New Jersey.
Zinger
of the Week:
Definition of a tragedy: A
busload of Pikers going over a
cliff. with one empty seat.
Overall playoff prediction
average : 75 per cent.
Season ' s average : 75 per
cent.
The " Who Gives a ... .. "Dept."
Pi Kappa Phi amended
football record 2-1.
A. E. Pi amended football
record 1-2
Thank ya. boys.

12lI.1l
92 00
77.00

Miners Beat Bearcats
(From Page 10)
The Bearcats tried to come
up with some last minute
herOics. but a fumble by Rinus.
in for Albin who sprained his
right wrist. and a Curt Priest
interception doomed
the
Maryville squad.

One of the factors in the game
was the improved play of the
Miner pass defense. bolstered
by the return of co-captain Mike
Hearst. who had missed the last
three games due to an injured
thumb sustained in the season
opener.
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Springfield Next Grid Opponent;
Bears Hungry For First MIAA Win
Pittsburg Gorillas . the only
common opponent the Bears
and the Miners have had
thusfar. As with the Miners. the
game between K-State and
Springfield is a traditional
rivalry . The Gorillas were able
to stop the Bears on a last
quarter drive and held on to win

This weekend. the Miner
football team travels to
Springfield to meet the SWMS
Bears. The Miners will be
putting a 1-0 conference mark
against Southwest's 0-2 MlAA
record.
The Bears have had their
problems all season and are still
looking for their first win. Head
Coach Don "Red" Cross has
been disappointed in the Bears'
performance this season. This
year was expected to be the
culmination of two years of
rebuilding efforts of Coach
Cross. In 1969 the Bears were 010-and last year they compiled a
2-7-1 record with a 1-4-1 MlAA
mark and fifth place in the
league. After these two years of
rebuilding. Cross still considered the Bears as having a
"depth and age problem" with
the defense as their "strong
suit. "
In the first five games of there
season . the Bears ha ve
averaged less than 8 points per
game and have allowed opponents to average better than
25.
The Bears began the season
with three non-conference
contests. The first was against
Central Oklahoma State. The
Bears were stopped by major
penalties on three drives and
went down to defeat 33-0. After
the game Coach Cross summarized his feelings. "Overall I
was disappointed. Offensively
we blew our blocks and
defensively the Central line ran

10-7.

The Bears bounced back the
next weekend and lost another
close one to Illinois State
University 21-18. Coach Cross
was happy with the team's
mental outlook after the game.
"We were as up as I have ever
seen."

Springfield opened its MlAA
slate a week before the Miners
when they hosted the southeast
Indians and lost 35-6.
The Bears couldn't seem to
get things together. fumbling
three times deep in their own
territory to set up two Southeast
touchdowns. Coach Cross
commented "I'm not sure
exactly what caused the
problem." The game was expected to be less lopsidl(d since
the Bears had received reports
that Southeast would be without
the services of their quarterback. running back. and
fullback. The regular Indian
quarterback did show. however
and picked apart the Southwest
defense completing 20 of 42
passes for 208 yards.
The bright spot in the Bears'
attack has been the running of
sophomore fullback Fred
Tabron. Last season Tabron
carried 144 times for 630 yards
and this season has compiled a
4.3 yard average per carry. For

over us. "

On September 25 the Bears
hosted the Kansas State-

Some
research
Uexperts"
say you can't
taste the
difference
between
beers ...
blindfolded.
What do you/say?
. l
;l

:;..:.....

WHEN YOU SAY

Bearcat defensive tackle Chris Oelze (72) gets a
grab at UMR wide receiver Bob Somerville (24)
in the third quarter.

Budweiser
YOU'VE SAID IT All!

ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC.• ST. LOUIS

his efforts against SEMS.
Tabron was selected MIAA
"Back of the Week." Tabron
fills his 6' 2" frame with 208
pounds of yard-gaining muscle.
He has been clocked at 4.6 in the
40 yard dash. The Southwest
coaching staff believes he could
run a 9.8 hundred. but has not
been clocked since ninth grade
when he ran a 10.2. Tabron is a
man of few words when it comes
to his football philosophy "I just
want to win." Coach Cross is a
Ii ttle more liberal wi th his
words "We haven't really
fashoned the offense around
him. it just looks that way."
toward
the
Looking
remainder of the conference
schedule Coach Cross believes
"there is not a team in the
conference we can't beat. but
we are going to have to start
playing better football ... •
UMR 21. UWMS 19
NEMS 24. SEMS 21
CMS 16. SWMS 13
Alcorn 55. Lincoln 13
MIAA STANDINGS
NEMS
UMR
SEMS
NWMS
CMS
Lincoln
SWMS

Overall
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-0
0-2

4-1
3-2
3-2-1
2-2
2-3
2-2
0-5

NOTICE
Anyone interested in water polo
should attend a meeting tonight
in room G-26 Multi-Purpose
Building. 8-9 p.m.

..
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Pikers Defeat A Phi·
Win Football Title
The bt-er \\'as tlowing freely at
Pi Kappa Alpha Thursday as
the P ikers celebrated their
overtime \'ictory against Alpha
Phi Alpha for the 1971 Intramural Football Crown.
Both teams came into the
game with perfect records in six
regular season games and one
pla yoff contest. When the game
had ended Pi K. A. had recorded
a one-yard win in one of the
toughest fought games of the
year.

..,

At the end of regulation time
the score was tied at 6-6.
Following a five minute intermission both teams were
given three plays from midfie ld . Accordi ng to the rules the
team gaining the most yardage
is given the win. A. Phi A. was
given possession first on the
forty-ya rd line . As he had done
all night on first down , QB Gary
Thurman dropped back for the
long bomb . The pass to Sam
Brown was broken up . On the
second play Thurman rolled out
his passing pocket and was
dropped for seven-yard loss by
the Piker 's hard rushing line.
On the third and final pla y
Thurman threw a short flanker
pass to Lawrence Smith , who
ran for a twenty-four gain. This
gave A. Phi A. a net seventeen
yards.
The Pikers then took over and
on the first play quarterback
Dennis Miera Pitched-out to
Terry Hill for a gain of 3-ya rds .
On the Pi K. A.'s next olav
Miera pitched to Mark Smith
who ran for thirty-five yards
and seeming ly s ur e victory .
However , offsetting personal
foul penalties nullified the play.
Smith had stiff-a rmed an A. Phi
A.
defender an
a nother
defense men had tackled Smith.
Miera then threw an incomplete
pass . On the Piker ' s last play
Miera passed to Smith for 15yards. The play gave the Pikers
a net gain of eighteen yards and
one -ya rd victo ry tor tne
Championship .
As evidenced by the score, the
ga m e was tremendous defe nsive battle . Pi K . A.' s strong
defensive rush forced Thurman
to scramble a lot and hurry his
passes. A. Phi A.'s defense,
while less aggr essive on the

pass rush. was able to intercept
four of Miera's passes and keep
the Piker receivers in check.
A. Phi A. 's score came on
their first possession early in
the game . With the ball on the
33-yard line of Pi K. A. Thurman pitched-{)ut to his halfback
for a nine-yard gain and a fi rst
down. The next play was an
incomplete pass . With third and
eight to go Thurman passed to
Bob Morrison who took athe ball
down to the Pikers ' 24-yard line.
Smith carried to the twelve and
a draw to Roscoe McWilliams
gave A. Phi A. a first down on
the two-ya rd line. Two plays
later Thurman ran it over
himself fo r the touchdown.
Smith's attempt at the extra
point was no good.
With about six minute s
remaining A. Phi A. turned the
ball over on the Pikers' eig ht
yard line. Miera 's first play was
a pass to Steve Beiderman for a
ten-yard gain . Two plays later
Miera threw a pass to Hill for a
62-yard gain and t he TD.
Miera's kick for the PAT was
wide to the left. The sco r e
remained tied , ~ throughout
the rest of the game.
Tuesday
A.
Phi
A.
defeated Delta Sig, 7-6, in
A.'s strong pass rush forced
Delta
Sig's
D£k
Hell wege
to
throw
many
inaccurate passes . Two interceptions for Delta Sig late in
the game kept A. Phi A. from
running up the score. Lawrence
Smith's PAT made the difference. Pi K. A. handed TEKE
their first loss , 2l-{}, in the other
simi-final game. In the contest
for third place earlier Thursday
Delta Sig slipped by TEKE , 147.

On another note , several
organizations have called
complaining that their scores
were incorrect and the standing
were wrong . Perhaps these
orgaizations should have spent
a littl e more time checking to
see if the official's record was
righ t. I learned through my
phoning there were man y
mistakes that could have been
caught by an alert intramural
manager. The official's record
in used to determine the In tramural Standing.

RECORDS
ALBUMS
At Discount Prices
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Kappa Sig Wins Third Swimming Title; TJ Captures Women's Championship
Last Monday a nd Wednesday
nights , the 1971 intramural
swimming meet was held . A
capacity c rowd saw Kapp a
Sigma wa lk away with the
honors for the third straight
year . In secon d place for the
third straight year, was Sigma
Pi , whi le MRHA swa m their
way to third place points .
In the first event , the 200 yard
Medley Relay , things started off
big as Kappa Sigma shattered
the ex isitn intramural record
with a time of 2:20.7. Sigma Pi
was second as MRHA wa third .
Delta Sig and Delta Tau Delta
ca me in 4th and 5th .
In the 100 yard Freestyle
Kappa Sigma again took honors
with a winning time of 1 :00.8.
Burkemper, from Kappa Sig ,
had set a new intramural record
during the preliminaries with a
1: 00.2. Behind him finished Sig
Pi , Sig Ep a nd Delta Tau .
The winning time for the 100
yard Indi vi dual Medley was
1:09.4 ; clocked in by Kruetz of
Kappa Sig. Finishing secon d ,

third , and fourth were 5gers, Pi
Ka ppa Alpha , a nd Theta XI.
Kruetz again scored for
Kappa Sigma as he led the field
in the 50 ya rd Butterfly . His
winning time was 29.0. Behind
him were MRHA , Pikers, and
Sigma Pi .
Kappa Sigma 's Ferry scored
next as he took the honors in the
50 yard Freestyle. He was
clocked in at 26 .3. Behind him
finished Sigma Pi, Delta Tau
Delta , and Delta Sig.
Ka ppa Sigma 's first place
trend was finally broken in the
50 yard Backstroke. The winner
was Beem from 5ger's clocked
in at 33 .7. Behind him were
Sigma Pi , Sigma Nu , and
MRHA.
Another record fell as Griese ,
from Kappa Sigma, won the 50
yard Breaststroke with a time
of 33.4. Right behind were
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Pi ,
and Delta Tau Delta .
In the 200 yard Freestyle
Relay Ka ppa Sigma took the
honors as their four man team

BOOK STORE
lEND'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 Ill. ST£AI("
BOX 70
PHONE: li4-1111
ROlLA, MO.
MARTIN SPRING DR. H

Almu;

In the 25 yard Backstrolte
Sandhaus from Rolla I finished
first with WRHA and T .J . clOSt
behind. In the 25 yard
Breaststroke Mason from La
Sig set the ining time of 21.1.
Close behind her were Rolla I
and another girl from La Sig.

6-PC:NN STATE
7-ARKANSAS
8-GEORGIA
S-AUBURN
10-L.S.U.

l - NEBRASKA
2-0KLAHOMA
3-ALABAM A
4-MICH IGAN
5-NOTRE DAME

ll- STANFORD
l2-TEXAS
l3-COLORAOO
l4-0HIO STATE
l5-PURDUE

Saturday, Oct. 23-Major Colleges
Air Force
Alabama
Arizona State
Arkansas
Army
Auburn
Baylor
Boston College
Bowling Green
Brigham Young
Brown
California
Chattanooga
Colorado
Columbia
Cornell
Dartmouth
Duke
EI Paso
Florida
Geo rgia
Idaho
Iowa State
Ken t State
Louisville
Memphis State
Michigan
Michigan State
Mississippi
Nebraska
New Mexico State
North Ca rol ina
No. Ca rolina State
Northern Illinois
Northwestern
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Ohio U
Ok lah oma
Oregon
PacifiC
Penn State
Princeton
Purdue
Ric hmond
Sout h Carolina
Stanford
Sy ra cuse
Tampa
Tennessee
Texa s
Texas Tech
Toledo
Tulan e
Utah
•• Utah State
Washington
West Virginia
Western Michigan
William & Mary
Woffo rd

36
28

27
49
17
28

21
21
17
22

20
24
25
34

20
21
24
35
22
24

36
21
22
20
21
15
33

31
20
35
26
17
27
20

25
22
28
14
45
27
21
31
20
33
14
23
34
21
28

30
29
27
34
23
23
26
24
27
31

30
25

Colorado State
Hou ston
New Mexico
N orth Texa s
Virginia
Clemson
Texa s A & M
Pittsburgh
Miami (OhiO)
Tul sa
Colgate
U .C.L.A.
The Ci tadel
Missouri
Rutgers
Yale
Harvard
Navy
Wyoming
Maryland
Kentucky
West Texa s
Kansa s
Xavier
Wichita
So uth ' n Mi SSISSIPPI
Minnesota
Iowa
Vanderbilt
Oklahoma State
Arl ington
Wake Forest
East Carolina
Ball State
Indiana
Southern California
Wisconsin
V.P.1.
Kansas State
San Jose State
Montana
T.C.U .
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Furman
Flonda State
Washington State
Holy Cross
Villanova
MISSI SSIPPI State
Rice
S,M.U.
Dayton
Geo rgia Tech
Anzona
San Diego State
Oregon State
Temple
Marshall
V.M.I
DaVIdson

7

10
0
7
6
20
9
15
17
14
23
21
14
15
14
7
6
20
13

7
15
15
7
10
14
7

12
10
7
13
6
14
13
7
10
]4
10
6
6
19
6
16
10
6
22
7
6
10

7
7
13
"
21

17
19
15
20
6

7
6

Appalachian
Arkansas State
Carson·Newman
East Tennessee
East Texas
f-alrmont
Franklin
Hampden·Sydney
Henderson
Jacksonville
LIVingston
LOUISiana Tech
Martin
Middle Tennessee
Millsaps
MOrehead
Newberry
NE LOUISIana
OuaChita
Presbytertan
Randolph·Macon
Southwestern, Tenn ,
Sw LOUISiana
SW Texas
State College Ark
Texas A & I
Texas Lutheran
Tnnlty
Tro)' State
West Liberty
Western Kentuckv
Western Maryland

27
17
24
24
23

36
25
19
14
34
II

26
2J
22
20
27

25
20
21
42

16
20
22
24

21
27
31
21
20
14
24
21

Bluefield
Abilene Chrlst,an
Gardner.Webb
Murray
S F Austin
Concord
Georgetown
Centre
Ark at I/lonllcello
Samford
Western Carolina
NW

LOUISiana

Delta Sta l e
Austin Peay
Maryville
Tennessee Tech
Mars HIli
Sf LOUISiana
Harding
Guilford
Emory & Henry
Sewanee
Lamar
Sam Houslon
Southern State
Angelo
Austin
Nortnern Arizona
florence
GlenVille
Eastern Kenutcky
Washington &. Lee

6

e
7

20
12

o
7
7
6
7

17

1_
7
21
12
23
6
15

7
6
Ii9
I-

e

12
20

o

17

7
~

6
13

Am erica n Intern 'l
Amherst
Boston U
Bridgeport
Central Connecticu t
Coast Guard
Connecticut
Delaware
Drexel Te ch
Hobart
Hofstra
Indiana U
Jersey City
Lafayette
Leh igh
Middlebury
Montclair
Muhlenberg
Northea s tern
Norwich
Roc he s ter
Slippery Rock
Upsala
Wash' ton & JeH 'son
Waynesburg
Wi ll ia m s

l6-TENNESSEE
17- WASHINGTON
l8-HOUSTON
lS-DUKE
20-AIR FORCE

23

25
23
20
30
20
22

J.4
21
20
14

25
23
28

30
21
24
20
21
16
27
20
20
16

18
31

Springfield
Wesleyan
Rhode Island

21
6

Ithac~

16

Glassboro
Worcester Tech
Massachusetts
West Chester
Albright
Union
Vermont
Clarion
Trenton
Bucknell
Gettysburg
R.P.1.
South'n Connect i c ut
Dickinson
New Hampshire
Bales
Trinity
BrOCkport
Delaware Valley
Thiel
West Va . WeS l eyan
Tufts

14

0
17
20
7

7
14
7

21
6
17
6
13
15
13
20
12
7
0
19
13
13

6

Other Games-Midwest
"shland
Baldwin·Wallace
Capital
Central Michigan
Colorado College
Concordia , Minn.
Corne ll , Iowa
Culver· Stockton
Defiance
Drake
Earlham
Eas tern Michigan
Elmhurst
Evan sv ille
Gus tavu s
illinois College
illinois Wesleyan
Indiana Slate
Iowa Wesleyan
Kalamazoo
Lincoln
Michigan Tech
Mlssoun Valley
Ml. Union
Nebraska WeSleyan
NE MI SSO Uri
Northern COlorado
Northern Michigan
NW Oklahoma
OhiO WeSleyan
Olivet
Omaha
Ottawa
Pittsburg
!=\t JOseph
Southern illinOIS
~W MISSOuri
SW Oklahoma
Tark iO
ValparaiSo
Western illinOIS
William Jewell

34
24
20

28
20
17
29
18
20
28
20
40

23
24
21

19
21
23
21
14
24

34

33
25
20

22
26
20

31
31
23

21
27
25

J3
24
21
28

19
17

26
22

Ohio Northern
Wittenberg
M u ski ngum
Eas t ern illinOIS
Bethany. Kansas
St Thoma s

coe

o

13
17

7
16

8
6
7

Missoun Western
BluHton
8
South Dakota U
14
Hanover
14
M il waukee
0
Wheaton
0
DePauw
12
Hamltne
6
Rose · Hulman
15
Augustana , III.
19
Butler
7
Concord ia, III
12
Hope
13
NW Mlssoun
7
Bemidji
7
Bak er
7
Hiram
6
Concordia, Neb,
19
Central MISSOUri
13
Emporia State
10
Hill sda l e
10
SE Oklahoma
12
Wabash
6
Adrtan
21
Fl. Hays
13
Graceland
6
So uth ern Colorado
13
Mllltkin
0
Akron
22
Rolla
17
E. Central Oklahoma 12
COllege of Emporia
13
Washington U
6
IlImolS State
20
Central Methodist
18

Other Games- Far West
BOise
Cal Poly (Pomona)
Cal Poly tS.l.D.)
Central Oklahoma
ChiCO State
Colorado Mines
Colorado Western
DaVIS
Eastern Washington
Fresno State
Fullerton
HawaII
Hayward
Long Brach
PacifiC Lutheran
Puget Sound
Redlands
San FranCISco State
San FranCISco U
Santa Clara
Western New MeXICO
Whittier

""!7
21
22
26
14
20
23

20
21
21

20
28
31
28
21
33
15
22
20
22
15
28

Cen tral Washington
Rive rSide
San Fernando
Eastern New Mexico
Humboldt
Ft Lewis
Wes tmin s ter
Nevada (Reno)
WeSlern Washington
Los Angeles
Cal Lutheran
New Mexico Hl'lands
Sacramento
Santa Barbara
W,llamette
LeWIS & Clark
Pomona
Sonoma
5t Mary's
U.S.I.U
Northwood
OCCidental
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Other Games- East
0

u

"The ro

The Harmon Football Forecast

Other Games- South and Southwest

CAMPUS

combined for a winning time CIt
1:48.4. Coming in second were
the swimmers from Sigma Pi.
In the Mens Meter Diving
Brinton from Pi Kappa
took the honors, while Wuellner
from Sigma Nu , Flamino from
Phi Kap., and West, from Sig Pi
finished second third aod
fourth .
In the Worn ens events
Thomas Jefferson too k tb~
honors by a considerable
margin over Roila I, and
Lambda Sigma .
In the 25 yard Freestyle
Lambda Sigma , Davenport
from La Sigma finished fust
with a time of 16.2 while TJ .
an d Rolla I finished second and
third .
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